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This research project is performed to investigate 
the perceptions, held by Chinese and American, on US-
China business negotiation in the electronic industry. 
In contrast to most of the research carried out before 
which concerned mainly on the American perceptions, this 
study includes both groups of Chinese and American 
businessmen, who have the experience on US-China business 
negotiation, in the electronic industry. 
It is found that American and Chinese business 
negotiators in electronic industry differ significantly 
on perception in the following five negotiation 
dimensions : 
1) Initial stage of business negotiation; 
2) Negotiating practice; ‘ 
3) Negotiating atmosphere; 
4) Specifications of contracts; 
5) Negotiating assumptions; 
At the same time, it also analyses the relationships 
between perceptions of the above five aspects and 
following five criterion variables : 
iv 
1) Satisfaction on US-China business negotiation; 
2) Efficiency on US-China business negotiation; 
3) Future in US-China business; 
4) Short-term expectation in trade and investments; 
5) Long-term expectation in trade and investments. 
Basically, not all the negotiation dimensions have 
relationships with each of the criterion variables and 
the finding also suggests that both groups of American 
and Chinese businessmen, in electronic industry, are 
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The Open-door policies adopted by the Chinese 
Government, since 1978, have encouraged overseas 
organization to look for the business opportunities in 
China. During these fifteen years, there have been great 
changes, both within the Chinese society and in China's 
relationship with the rest of the world. The 
modernization in military, science, technology, and 
industry during these years has helped China to make a 
great technological transformation and economic 
improvement. 
During the 1980s, trade with China were greatly 
expanded so that by 1990 Chinese exports to the United 
States totaled to around $15 billion and Chinese imports 
from the United States was approximated to $5 billion^. 
In 1991, China had become the eighth largest exporter to 
the United States and the eighteenth largest importer of 
American products. By 1992, China's gross domestic 
product advanced a rapid 13% in real terms and continued 
at the annualized pace of 14% in the first quarter of 
iGan, Ziyu ” China's New Economic Policy: Sino-U.S. Economic Trade and Technological 
Cooperation" Vital Speeches, Vol. 58 Iss 24 (Oct, 1992)，pp. 763-765. 
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1993, the highest rate in the world. Industrial 
production in China also increased by 22% in 19922. As 
one of the world's lowest-cost producers, China is 
grabbing global market share in products such as toy, 
garments, footwear, and consumer electronics that were 
until recently dominated by the Four Small Dragons〗. 
China's exports in 1992 topped those of Taiwan and Korea 
for the first time4. 
For the past ten to twenty years, Chinese government 
policies and regulations have undergone significant 
changes to encourage those foreign investments which grow 
in the same direction as that of the state government. 
Right now, the Chinese government puts energy, 
communications, transport on the top of the priority list 
for infra-structure development. 
Recently, the electronics and computer industries 
are the focal point of China's current 5-year plan ( 1 9 9 1 -
1995) and will continue to be for the rest of the 
century. Economic planners see personal computers (PC) 
as the kind of equipment China could export comfortably, 
but Chinese PC makers are at a cost disadvantage because 
all semiconductors must be imported. Thus, a 3-phase 
10 "China's growth sizzles" Electronic Business Buyer. Vol. 19 (Oct, 1993)，Iss 
3Palia，A. P. and Shenkar, O. “ Countertrade Practices in China “ Industrial Marketing 
Management, Vol 20 Iss 1 (Feb 1991)，pp. 57-65. 
吁anzer，Andrew "A Chinese riddle for President Clinton" Forbes, Vol. 151 (Jan, 1993), iss 2, 
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program, to increase semiconductor capacity to 400 
million integrated circuits (IC) a year, aims to make the 
country self-sufficient in ICs by 19955. Meanwhile, 
Chinese government has determined to maintain control of 
telecommunications; all cordless telephones, pagers, and 
similar electronic devices have to be registered. All 
ventures are required to seek approvals from the 
government, and bans are made on 100% foreign investment 
in telecommunications industry^. China"s Ministry of 
Posts and Telecommunications will oversee billions of . 
dollars in investment to expand and modernize the 
country's telecommunications sector. This has turned 
into big business for foreign telecommunications 
suppliers. Many foreign industry leaders have already 
moved quickly to establish in-country production 
facilities and position themselves in this increasingly 
competitive but lucrative market^. 
To react to these changes, Asian and European 
enterprises have already aggressively participated to 
take up these opportunities to establish their business 
operations in potential huge market that represents 
around one fifth of the world's population. 
“ 脑onicBu鹏s, Vol. 18 
^Clifford，Mark "Crossed lines" Far East Economic Review^ Vol. 156 (Nov, 1993)，Iss 44，p74. 
25 "Gorharn’ Sid “ Telecom races ahead" China Business Review, Vol. 20 (Mar, 1993) Iss 2，pp.18-
4 
Asian enterpirises are aggressively Investing in 
China. Toshiba Corp. of Japan has already established 
more than 25 Toshiba Authorized Service Centers for its 
extensive network of after sales service centers in 
China^. Moreover, its Dalian production facility has 
been put into operation in April 1993 to produce small 
industrial motors, deflection yokes for color 
televisions, printed circuit board units for televisions 
and VCRs, and delay lines for electronic equipment. 
Korea has wholeheartedly thrown itself into the race 
to gain a competitive edge over Japan and other countries 
trying to enter the Chinese market; Korea is taking a 
more aggressive approach to participation in the Chinese 
economy. Recent survey by the Industrial Bank of Korea 
revealed that China is the most preferred destination for 
overseas investment for small and medium sized Korean 
companies as they are eager to take advantage of China's 
cheap labor costs^. While economic relations between 
Korea and China are often framed in the negative light of 
competition, the cooperative aspects of the relationship 
are too often overlooked. In addition, the technological 
cooperation in fields such as high definition television 
and communications, the automobile and electronic 
« 
8Anonymous "Toshiba: Two service stations added to network in China" Japan 21st Vol 38 
(Oct, 1993)，Iss 10，p76. ， 
9Anonymous "A west-bound gold rush?" Business Korea, Vol. 10’ (May 1993), Iss 11’ pl8. 
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appliance sectors represent strong candidates for 
division of labor arrangements^^. 
European countries are not slow to enter to China 
market. In mid-November 1993, German Chancellor Helmut 
Kohl and 3 other ministers arrived in China to consummate 
a spate of unspecified, but reportedly rich, supply 
contracts negotiated by Chinese Trade Minister Wu Yi 
during a recent visit to Germanyii. France's Alcatel, the 
world's biggest telecommunications equipment company, is 
well positioned in China, while Germany's Siemens 
already have joint venture to make telephone exchange 
lines in China. Alcatel has already installed 3 million 
lines in China and claimed firm orders for another 10 
million. Alcatel has also started to invest, through 
vertical integration, in another joint venture, Shanghai 
Belling Microelectronics, that made microchips for the 
exchangesi2. 
American firms have started to catch up and seize the 
opportunities in China for the past few years. China's 
trade surplus with the U.S. in 1992 touched $15 billion 
which is up more than 50% from 1990's figure, and gives 
China the 2nd-largest surplus with the U.S.. Right now, 
lOChai, Denise "Korea-China economic relations: The proverbial double-edged sword" Business 
Korea, Vol. 11，(Jul, 1993)，Iss 1，pp. 51-61. 
UKaye，Lincoln "Visiting time" Far East Economic Review, Vol. 156 (Oct, 1993), Iss 43，p 14. 
i2Anonymous "Alcatel in China: The Biggest Prize" Economist, Vol. 326 (Jan 16，1993), pp. 68-
• • ‘ , 
Vi • 
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U.S. is the third largest import and export trading 
partners with China, which follows Hong Kong and Japan. 
However, if we measure against the growth of investment 
operations, U.S. has been the number one during the past 
five years, particularly in the area of advanced 
technological transfer project, like McDonnell Douglas in 
the aviation i n d u s t r y i ] , Hewlett Packard in the computer & 
peripheral industry!^, AT & T in the tele-communication 
industry. Recently, Motorola Inc. is laying the 
groundwork for what is Corporate America's biggest 
manufacturing venture in China. By 1993, it completed a 
$120 billion first phase plant in the Tianjin Economic & 
Technology Development Area to make pagers, simple 
integrated circuits and cellular phones^^. 
Shanghai-Foxboro Co. Ltd., a 51%-49% joint venture 
with the Shanghai Instrument and Electronic Import-Export 
Co., was one of the first high-technology joint ventures 
in China to manufacture automation instruments and 
systems used in process industries. From the outset, the 
joint venture put a high priority on setting strict 
quality standards for all products^^. 
"Kraar，Louis ” How one man ended China's One Billion Order" Fortune, Aug 18, 1986, pp. 34-
� 37. 
i4Goldstem，Carl “ Logging on to Asia: Persistence Pays Off for Hewlett-Packard “ Far Estern 
Economic Review, Vol 155 Iss 17 (Apr 1992)，p63. 
i^Engardio, Pete "Motorola in China: A great leap forward" Business Week. Iss 3319 (May 1993)， 
pp. 58-59. 




CHAPTER I I 
THE MANAGEMENT PROBLEM 
According to various sources, doing business in China 
is by no means an easy task. However, the dream of the 
China market is proved to be irresistible, and by January 
1980 there was a new swelling hope among those who were 
still committed. Certain Chinese actions that seemed to 
imply a more "pragmatic" approach. These developments 
included the new practice of allowing provincial and 
special city level officials to engage in foreign trade 
negotiations”， the more frequent addition of e n d - u s e r s — 
that is, actual e n g i n e e r s — to Chinese negotiating teams, 
proposals for new "trade-free zones" on the Hong Kong and 
Macau borders, and finally extensive Chinese talk about 
the possibilities of compensatory trade for joint 
ventures. 
This new phase of pragmatism brought with it much 
confusion as to precisely whom the Westerners should try 
to deal with. In the past, the foreign traders were 
limited to the Canton Trade Fairs and then to the 
Ministry of Economic Relations with Foreign Countriesi^. 
i^Hampton, JJ. and Shi, Weisan ” China's Foreign Trade Marketing Strategy Problems and 
Prospects “ Journal of Marketing Management, Vol 2 Iss 3’ 1987, pp. 209-217. 
i^Wortzel, H.V. and Deng, Shengliang “ Do Neophyte Exporters Understand Importers?“ 
Columbia Journal of World Business, Winter 1988，pp. 49-55. 
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However, with the new opening up, it seemed to become 
possible to negotiate directly with any of the numerous 
foreign trade corporations, the ministries, and even with 
individual Chinese enterprises. 
The problems of trade negotiations with China have 
not been constantly; and at different periods, foreigners 
and Chinese have had different expectations and levels of 
optimism. It has been generally hard for Chinese and 
foreigners to share a sense of what should be taken as 
reality. 
Although China is practically undergoing a 
‘ transformation to capitalistic economy, her bureaucratic 
government structure always leads to unpleasant 
experiences to the American enterprises who are only 
familiar with the capitalistic operation in their 
homeland, but not the socialist or communist one. Most 
of the current negotiations between U.S. organizations 
and Chinese counterparts are always not taking place in 
an effective and efficient way20. Lack of understanding 
on the bureaucratic nature of decision making within 
China and its government regulations may lead to 
frustrations or withdrawal of the U.S. team during the 
long negotiation period. This may be one of the reason 
i9Stewart，S. and Keown, C.F. “ Talking with the Dragon: Negotiating in the P^ple's Republic of 
China “ Columbia Journal of World Business, Vol. 24 Iss 3 1989，pp. 68-72. 
‘ 20wang，n.T. “ United States and China: Business Beyond Trade - An Overview “ Columbia 
Journal of World Business, Spring 1986, pp. 3-11. 
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why U.S. is still lagging behind Hong Kong and Japan as 
the largest trading partner with China. 
Cultural difference between the open-minded American 
and traditional Confucian Chinese is another important 
attribute that should be addressed in order to accelerate 
and improve the understanding between the two teams 
during the business negotiations. Yet, the differences 
in culture always result in wrong perceptions that are 
crucial to the end-results of the negotiation. In the 
electronic industry, the situation can further be 
worsened because of the difference on technological level 
of the two parties as well as the traditional philosophy 
on the application of the technology or the resources. 
Moreover, the Chinese obviously use different 
practices when negotiating with a major multinational 
enterprise than they use with a medium or small firm. 
But the nature of firms influence their negotiating 
styles, Chinese usually separate firms in the following 
three categories : 
1) high technology firms; 
2) raw materials sales to China; 
3) those interested in importing consumers items from 
China. 
In the most general terms there have been three 
principal sources of difficulty : 
10 
1) problems that arise from the newness of the 
relations and the lack of experience on both; 
2) problems inherent in capitalist enterprises seeking 
to do business with a socialist economy in uncertain 
transition and reform; 
3) cultural characteristics of both Chinese and 
Americans. 
American businessmen initially had even more 
unrealistic expectations. Although most were aware that 
there was much to learn about the mechanics of doing 
business with the Chinese, they were largely naive 
about the rhetoric of China's modernization. American 
businessmen entered China trade with the idea that the 
Chinese were in a great hurry to catch up with the world 
and therefore anyone who wished to be their partner would 
have to step lively and promise quick action. Only after 
much frustration and confusion did they learn that the 
Chinese were content to move at a sedate pace. 
Currently, there are some common valid and invalid 
perceptions from China and U.S. 
For the Chinese side, 
1) foreign firms are crafty and devious and will try to 
exploit them and take advantage of them (due to the 
invasion of Western during the last century of Qing 
, Dynasty), 
11 
2) retail prices are always perceived to be much higher 
and intermediaries are not value-added but only 
taking profit out of their pockets^i, 
3) U.S. investors always have a long-range payback 
period and will not mind to suffer short-term profit 
in return for the long-term return from the 
potentially huge Chinese market, 
4) joint venture with U.S. enterprises means to 
technological transfer that can help China to 
increase the exports. 
For the U.S. side, 
1) personal relationship is the most important factor in 
getting the business when dealing with Chinese; 
2) eighty percent of four P's of marketing is not 
applicable to the marketing in China; 
3) Chinese is eager to bring about advanced 
technological transfer and can afford to pay a high 
price for this; 
4) the establishment of production facilities in China 
will automatically mean rights to sell over there, as 
what is practising in Europe. 
The Chinese culture is a strange mix^^. It is of 
course founded on the basic of traditional Confucian 
2iKing，A. C. and McDaniel, S.W. ” China's Consumer Market: How Are U.S. Products 
Perceived? “ Journal of Consumer Marketing, Vol 6 Iss 4 (Fall 1989)，pp. 51-59. 
^^Osland, G.E. ” Doing Business in China: A Framework for Cross-Cultural Understanding “ 
Marketing Intelligence & Planning, Vol 8 Iss 4 1990，pp. 4-14. 
12 
culture, but it has been profoundly influenced by decades 
of Marxism-Leninism, and more recently by ambivalent 
reactions against that orthodoxy and uncertainty about 
the reforms. Chinese negotiators are driven by 
contradictory pressures: the desire to do right by China, 
the fear of doing wrong in the eyes of superiors; a 
craving to meet international standards, with anxieties 
about dangers lurking in foreign connections; a sense of 
superiority and self-satisfaction but also an‘awareness 
of backwardness and ignorance. American businessmen are 
driven by equally contradictory motives and emotions-- to 
the point that a few more reflective ones have from time 
to time begun to wonder what they were up to. 
Therefore, the establishment of successful business 
requires a series of negotiation between the concerned 
parties23, and it is very important to understand the 
Chinese and American negotiating practices. The 
potentially huge market of China still seems to be 
promising and rewarding and it is worthwhile to 
understand different dimensions of negotiation process so 
that more effective and efficient business negotiations 
can be undergone in the future. 
^^Mintu, A. T. and Calantone, R. J." A Comparative Approach to International Marketing 




Face-to-face negotiations are crucial to the 
formulation and maintenance of the commercial 
relationship. The study of inter-cultural negotiation 
have been carried out in order to understand the 
underlying processes; research on how business 
transactions and negotiations are conducted in various 
areas of the world have been useful to prepare executives 
for conducting business abroad】*. However, it is also 
important to consider the specific industry, personality 
of the negotiating counterpart, in regard to who it is 
or where it is involvecP. 
In view of the economic growth in the People‘s 
Republic of China, in 1975, Brunner and Taoka 26(1977) 
started to evaluate the various aspects of the business 
opportunities and peculiarities of negotiating in the 
24Herbig，P. A and Kramer, H.E. “ The Role of Cross-Cultural Negotiations in International 
Marketing “ Marketing Intelligence & Planning, Vol 10 Iss 2 1992, pp. 10-13. 
25 Frank, Sergey “ Global Negotiating: Vives Les Differences! “ Sales and Marketing 
Management, Vol. 144 (May 1992)，Iss 5，pp. 64-69. 
26Bmnner，J. A. and Taoka, ” Marketing and Negotiating in the People's Republic of China: 
Perceptions of American Businessmen who Attended the 1975 Canton Fair “ Journal of International 
Business Studies, Fall/Winter 1977，pp. 69-82. 
14 
P.R.C. as viewed by businessmen who attended the Canton 
Trade Fairs at that year. The study contained 38 
statements pertaining to initial trade effort activities, 
contracts, negotiations, impediments to trade 
developments, competitive perceptions, and some of the 
characteristics of negotiations and social customs in the 
People's Republic of China. It was then concluded that 
Chinese were perceived to be more flexible in their 
negotiations and were sincerely interested in expanding 
their trade with the United States, especially for those 
two-way trade business deals; American businessmen should 
find increasing business opportunities with People's 
Republic of China. This study has then become one of the 
important reference point for facilitating mutual 
understanding between America and People's Republic of 
China. 
Subsequent to the Brunner and Taoka (1977) study, 
China has adopted an "open door" policy which brought 
about a change in the foreign investment situation. 
After 1978, industrial co-operation activities such as 
processing trade, contractual joint venture, wholly owned 
foreign subsidiaries began to emerge. In order to 
facilitate better mutual understanding and attain more 
effective negotiation between the America and China, Lee 
and Lo (1988)27 have followed up Brunner and Taoka's 
27Lee’ Kam-Hon and Lo Wing-Chun, ” American Businesspeople's Perceptions of Marketing and 
Negotiating in the People's Republic of China "，International Marketing Review, Summer 1988，pp. 
41-51. • 
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(1977) survey so as to establish a picture of American 
business people's perceptions of marketing and 
negotiating in the People's Republic of China. On the 
basis of Brunner and Taoka's 38 attitude statements, four 
new comparable statements have been added to replace four 
of the original items which were written in the context 
of Canton Trade Fair. This survey, which was conducted 
among the voting members of American Chamber of Commerce 
in Hong Kong (AMCHAM) in 1985, has helped to update some 
American business people's persistent, groundless 
perceptions and related aspects of marketing and 
negotiating in the P.R.C. However,•business deals are 
joint efforts of two involved parties. Therefore, Lee 
and Lo also suggested that it is equally important to 
understand the Chinese perception of business and the 
process of business negotiating. • 
Other studies ,e.g. Caitipbell^s (1987) ； Joy29 (1989) 
have also been performed to understand Chinese 
commercial negotiating behaviors. The results supported 
a picture of P.R.C. Chinese negotiating behavior in which 
the search for win/win solutions, the exchange of 
information, and the interpersonal attractiveness of the 
negotiator lead to better outcomes - that is, they lead 
to higher profits for the negotiator and greater 
28Campbell’ Nigel ” Negotiating with the Chinese - A Commercial Long March "，Journal of 
Marketing Management, Vol 2 Iss 3 1987, pp.219-233, 
29joy，R.O." Cultural and Procedural Differences that Influence Business Strategies and 
Operations in the People's Republic of China “ SAM Advanced Management Journal, Summer 1989, 
pp. 29-33. 
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satisfaction for his or her partner. However, the 
studies revered only to intracultural negotiating 
behavior - that is, the patterns of Chinese negotiating 
with Chinese - not to assume that such patterns will 
accurately describe the inter cultural negotiating 
behavior of Chinese negotiating with their foreign 
trading partners. 
Brunner and Koh ( 1 9 8 9 ) have also conducted research 
to represent empirically perceptions of negotiating 
behaviors held by American and Chinese negotiators. 
The study tried to understand how the two sides of the 
negotiation parties behave before, during, " and after 
contract negotiations. This research represented the 
first of its kind in empirically investigating 
perceptions of negotiating behavior held by both American 
and Chinese negotiators. It has investigated 52 
attitudinal statements which are grouped into 11 broad 
categories : (1) initial meeting and agreement, (2) 
negotiating styles, (3) guanxi, (4) the use of criticism, 
(5) the use of stalling, (6) sharing responsibilities and 
authority of negotiators, (7) technology versus 
managerial focus, (8) mutual interests versus winner-
loser outcome,(9) the post-contract period, (10) the 
Chinese negotiating team, (11) other negotiating 
assumptions. Of the 52 attitudinal statements examined, 
^^Bruimer, James and Koh, Anthony, “ Negotiations in the People's Republic of China: An 
Empirical Survey of American and Chinese Negotiators' Perceptions and Practices “ Journal of 
Global Marketing, Vol. 2(1) 1988，pp. 33-55. 
17 
the American and Chinese negotiators shared similar views 
on 22 statements, (or 42.3 percent), differed in the 
intensity of their agreement or disagreement on 14 
statements (or 26.9 percent), and were diametrically 
opposed in perceptions on the remaining 16 statements (or 
30.8 percent). It has also provided either supporting 
evidence for or contradicted some commonly held 
perceptions concerning the Chinese way of doing business. 
Findings from this study helped to close the "perceptual 
gap of misunderstanding" and, thus, prove useful to both 
U.S. and Chinese business persons desiring to do business 
with each other. 
Concerning about the rapid economic and technological 
development since 1987, the People‘s Republic of China 
needs more advanced technology of the West. Kaynak and 
Kucukemiroglu^^ (1992) performed a study on sourcing of 
industrial product by Chinese organizational buyer and 
the results have helped a lot to improve the business 
between two countries. Chinese industrial purchasers' 
rated products which originated in North America as best. 
It is maintained that the Chinese will source more of 
their industrial product needs from the U.S. companies in 
the years to come. Japan is seen as a second alternative 
and West European countries as a third one. 
^ ^ Kaynak, Erdener and Kucukemiroglu, Orsay, ” Sourcing of Industrial Products: Regiocentric 
, Orientationof Chinese Organizational Buyers" European Journal of Marketing, Vol. 26 Iss. 5 1992， 
pp.36-55. 
18 
However, only very few studies have taken into 
consideration on the P.R.C. economy change (from 
communist to capitalist, so-called Chinese socialism) 
as well as some other important aspects of perception 
on product attributes (Tung, 198232) , advanced 
technology, foreign exchange, profit remittance, and 
management expertise (Hendryx, 198633) . Most of the 
studies had not concerned on the perception of Chinese on 
American businessmen; their major focus research were 
based on the American's perception on Chinese. 
It is valuable to perform a study to update the 
Chinese and American perception of business and the 
process of business negotiation on the growing 
electronics industry in China so as to provide a basis 
for both parties to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness during the negotiating process, thus help 
to increase the business activities on US-China trade. 
32 Tung, Rosalie, ” U.S. - China Trade Negotiations: Practices, Procedures and Outcomes "， 
Journal of International Business Studies, Fall 1982，pp. 25-37. ， 
Hendryx, Steven, ” Implementation of a Technology Transfer Joint venture in the People's 
Republic of China: A Management Perspective ” Columbia Journal of World Business, Spring 1986 
pp. 57-66. ‘ 
19 
C H A P T E R IV 
RESEARCH O B J E C T I V E S 
There is more and more direct experience on US-China 
trade and most of them are actively working in Hong 
Kong34. The nature of this China trade ranged from a 
single transaction to a continuous business relationship 
for many years. For the past five to ten years, more and 
more joint ventures in electronic industry have already 
taken place between U.S. and China with Hong Kong as a 
middleinan35. This contributes significantly to the growth 
of Hong Kong for the past ten years and Hong Kong is most 
likely to continue to enjoy this advantage in the coining 
five years because of her well-established 
infrastructure, management & technical expertise and her 
geographic and relationship proximity to China. 
However, the experiences on developing China trade 
are not pleasant to most American businessmen. Many 
potential business deals had failed to be realized 
because the negotiation process had been ended up at the 
beginning or intermediate stage. Successful business 
34Forsdl，J “ China Windows - Why So Many American Managers Call Hong Kong Home" 
Journal of the American Chamber of Commerce in Hong Kong，October 1986，pp. 45-47. 
^^Kraar, Louis “ A New China without Borders “ Fortune, Vol 126 Iss 7 (Oct 5，1992)，pp 124-
128. ’ ’ . 
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ventures or deals demanded both American and Chinese to 
jump over a number of hurdles : 
1) Cultural differences between American and Chinese 
always cause the two parties to employ completely 
different approach when handling a single matter. 
Failure to handle the situation skillfully would also 
imply failure on the business deals. 
2) Inability to understand American culture by Chinese 
or Chinese culture by American can lead to serious 
misunderstanding on both parties. American may end 
up in getting Chinese angry even the original 
intention is to please the Chinese. 
3) Even all the cultural hurdles have been passed, the 
understanding of perceptions of Chinese and American 
are important to make the business negotiation to be 
conducted in an effective ways so that the business 
deals may come up at the right and expected moment. 
Many research had been carried out to understand 
American businessmen's perceptions on negotiating in 
China, but successful business negotiations are joint • 
efforts of two concerned parties. Therefore, it is 
worthwhile to understand both American and China 
perception on different contexts of business negotiations 
so as to facilitate more effective and efficient business 
transactions in the future. 
This study is expected to investigate the factors 
‘ that are important for understanding the perception on 
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American and Chinese negotiating practices. In this 
study, the dimensions under consideration are : (1) 
initial stage of business negotiation, (2) negotiating 
practice, (3) negotiating atmosphere, (4) specifications 
of contracts, (5) negotiating assumptions, (6) experience 
on US-China business negotiation. 
The first objective of this research is to study 
whether the American and the Chinese do differ with 
respect to these dimensions. In addition, the study will 
determine how these dimensions are related to some 
criterion variables : (1) satisfaction on US-China 
business negotiation, (2) efficiency on US-China business 
negotiation, (3) future in US-China business, (4) short 
term expectation in trade and investment, (5) long term 
expectation in trade and investment. 
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CHAPTER V 
SAMPLE DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
5.1 Sample Data 
The survey was conducted from Nov. 1993 to Mar 1994 
among electronics organizations mainly located in 
Chicago, Illnosis, Santa Clara, California of U.S. and in 
Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzhen of China. The survey was 
conducted by sending the questionnaires to those 
companies who are in the electronic industry and have 
indirect relationship with the researcher. One hundred 
and fifty questionnaires were sent to U.S., and the same 
to China, and the receivers of questionnaire have been 
ensured to have international business experience before. 
Seventy-one (71) Chinese and Sixty-five (65) American 
negotiators responded and returned the useful 
questionnaires. 
The American respondents have the experience on the 
international sales or sourcing activities on electronics 
industry; thus representatives became qualified spokesman 
for their respective companies. Most of them are 
international marketing or sales manager of American 
electronic manufacturers, while the others are purchasing 
representatives. 
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On the other side, most of the Chinese respondents 
are involved on the purchasing electronics parts for 
their company and have, the experiences to meet American 
sellers in various situations. Some of the respondents 
have the experience to work in management level of the 
US-China joint venture. 
5.2 Questionnaire Construction 
The research instrument in this study has included 
Brunner and Koh's (1988), Brunner and Taoka's 
questionnaire•s with the necessary elimination on those 
obsolete questions as well as the addition to relevant、 
questions for electronics industry. Moreover, the 
questionnaire is designed in such a way that the major 
focus will be on the understanding of American behaviors 
and practices. 
Such arrangement was made for four primary reasons. 
First, Brunner and Taoka's is the first of its kind in 
studying the perception of negotiating behaviour held by 
American businessmen who attended the 1975 Canton Fair; 
this research served as the fundamental for the 
subsequent studies. Second, Brunner and Koh's 
questionnaire was the first of its kind in investigating 
perception of negotiating behaviour held by both American 
and Chinese negotiator. Third, some new questions are 
included which are useful when applied to electronics 
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industry. Fourth, the questionnaire is short enough to 
be completed in fifteen minutes‘ time. Six in-depth 
interviews have been conducted to ensure the additional 
new questions are understandable to the respondents. 
The 35 attitudinal statements dealing with 
perceptions during the different stages of US-China 
business negotiation constituted the core of the 
instrument. A five-point Likert rating scale ranging 
from "1 = strongly agree" to "5 = strongly disagree" was 
used to assess the degree to which the Chinese and 
American negotiators agreed with each of the statements. 
Two sets of questionnaires were made : . 
i) The complete set to American firms were written 
in English; 
ii) The complete set to Chinese firms were written 
in Chinese. 
Prior to its use in People's Republic of China, the 
questionnaire (written in English) was translated in 
Chinese and then back-translated back into English. A 
number of mistranslations were detected and amended. 
Items are continued to be translated and back-translated 
until the English and Chinese versions substantially 
agreed with each other. 
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The two sets of questionnaires, one in English and 
one in Chinese, are shown in Appendix 1 and 2 
respectively. 
5.3 Administering the Questionnaire 
The questionnaires that were written in English, 
which were designed for Americans, were sent to two 
international sales managers of electronics component's 
manufacturers in Chicago, Illnosis and Santa Clara, 
California. The questionnaires were then mailed to the 
international sales representatives of electronic 
companies in their respective states. Prior to sending 
out the questionnaires, the representatives, who are 
going to receive the mails, have been confirmed by phone 
to have experience in dealing with Chinese before. 
The questionnaires that were written in Chinese, 
which were designed for Chinese, were sent to a China 
sales manager of an electronics components‘ sales 
organisation located in Hong Kong. The questionnaires 
were then mailed to the electronic companies in Shenzhen, 
Shanghai and Beijing. Before the questionnaires were 
sent out, the company's representative, who was going to 
receive the mail, had been confirmed by phone to have 
experience in dealing with American. 
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A follow-up reminder was made by phone to these 
companies or representatives, one month after the 
questionnaires were sent out. 
In order to ensure the quality of the respondents, 
anonymity was assured to the Chinese respondents so as to 
increase the validity of the questionnaire, otherwise 
they may respond based on the way they wanted China to 




RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
6.1 Sample Characteristics 
A total of 136 responses was received : 71 from the 
Chinese and 65 from the American corporations. Thus, an 
overall usable response rate of 45.3 percent was achieved 
(52.2 percent of the sample is from the Chinese and that 
for American is 47.8 percent). 
Of the seventy-one Chinese respondents, seventy (70) 
percent falls into the age of 31 to 50; seventy (70) 
percent have one to five years of experience on China-US 
business activities; twenty percent are women. Of the 
sixty-five American respondents, sixty (60) percent falls 
into the age of 31 to 50; fifty (50%) percent have one to 
five years of experience on US-China business activities; 
twenty percent are women. Table 1 shows the detailed 




Characteristics Number (Percentage) 
Chinese United States 
Age : 21-30 9 (12.7%) 22 (33.8%) 
31-40 31 (43.7%) 33 (50.8%) 
41-50 19 (26.8%) 9 (13.8%) 
51-60 12 (16.9%) 1 ( 1.5%) 
Above 60 - -
Sex : Male 54 (76.1%) 49 (75.4%) 
Female 17 (23.9%) 16 (24.6%) 
Year of China-US business experience : 
Less than 1 17 (23.9%) 21 (32.3%) 
I to 3 31 (43.7%) 24 (36.9%) 
4 to 5 20 (28.2%) 12 (18.5%) 
6 to 10 3 ( 4.2%) 8 (12.3%) 
II to 15 - -
More than 15 - -
No of employee responsible for China-US: 
• 1 to 5 21 (29.6%) 20 (30.8%) 
6 to 10 23 (32.4%) 33 (50.8%) 
11 to 20 27 (38.0%) 12 (18.5%) 
21 to 50 - -
51 or above 一 -
No of employee in the Company : 
1 to 10 -
11 to 20 13 (18.3%) -
21 to 50 23 (32.4%) 10 (15.4%) 
51 to 100 • 32 (45.1%) 14 (21.5%) 
101 to 500 2 ( 2.8%) 32 (49.2%) 
501 or above 1 ( 1.4%) 9 (13.8%) 
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6.2 Results of Questionnaire 
Table 2 shows that means of the degree of agreement 
with the attitudinal statements by each group of American 
and Chinese negotiators and the p^value of T-test. 
Table 3 shows the expected growth on US-China 
business in the coming five years for each of the group 
of American and Chinese negotiators. 
Table 4 shows the expected increase on investments 
for US-China business in the coming five years for each 
group of American and Chinese negotiators. 
6.3 Results of MANVOA 
Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was 
employed to assess if there were statistically 
significant contrasts between American and Chinese 
perceptions during the different stages of business 
negotiations. 
Table 5 shows the results of the MANOVA. 
The results of MANOVA show that the two groups of 
respondents, American and Chinese, differ significantly, 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Expected Increase in US-China Trade 
Time Period Median Decrease Increase by (percentage) 
Increase or no Increase 
% 
One Year 1-10 11-25 26-60 51- 101+ 
100 
Chinese 
(n= 69 ) 1-10 1 37 20 10 - 1 
American 
(n= 63 ) 11-25 10 13 11 20 9 -
Five year 1-50 51- 101- 301- 501+ 
100 300 500 
Chinese 
(n= 69 ) 51-100 - 21 14 22 8 4 
American 
(n= 63 ) 301-500 - " 27 36 -
Remarks : 
i) There are two missing cases out of the 71 
questionnaires received from Chinese. 
ii) There are two missing cases out of the 69 
questionnaires received from American. 
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Table 1 
Expected Increase in investment on US-China Trade 
Time Period Median Decrease Increase by (percentage) 
Increase or no 
increase 
% 
one Year 1-10 11-25 26-50 51- 101+ 
100 
Chinese 
(n= 69 ) 11-25 _ 21 47 - - 1 
American 
(n= 63 ) 11-25 8 10 28 9 8 -
Five year 1-50 51- 101- 301- 501+ 
100 300 500 
Chinese 
(n= 69 ) 51-100 - 10 25 30 - 4 
American 
(n= 63 ) 301- - 1 20 18 24 
500 
Remarks : 
i) There are two missing cases out of the 71 
questionnaires received from Chinese. 
ii) There are two missing cases out of the 69 
, questionnafres received from American. 
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Table 5 
Difference in Perception Between U.S. 
and Chinese Business Negotiators 
-MANOVA Results 
Group Means 
F value Sig. of F American Chinese 
1. INITIAL STAGE OF BUSINESS NEGOTIATION 
Qs 9 21.99 * 2.54 1.77 
Qs 10 87.87 * 2.35 1.34 
Q s 11 60.75 * 2.16 1.39 
Qs 12 97.14 * 2.47 1.42 
Qs 13 21.64 * 3.09 2.31 
Qs 14 16.37 • 3.21 2.44 
(Multivariate F = 42.19, p < .01 ) 
RE: American and Chinese are significantly 
different for this negotiation context. 
2. NEGOTIATING PRACTICE 
Q s 15 14.64 * 1.68 2.51 
Qs 16 1.69 0.20 1.89 1.79 
Qs 17 12.42 * 3.02 2.38 
Q s 18 1.30 0.26 3.22 3.41 
Q s 19 87.00 * 1.86 3.48 
Qs 20 87.48 * 2.22 3.56 
(Multivariate F = 28.37, p < .01 ) 
RE: American and Chinese are significantly 
different for this negotiation context. 
3. NEGOTIATING ATMOSPHERE 
Q s 2 1 31.76 * 2.56 1.92 
Qs 22 25.07 * 1.25 1.93 
Q s 2 3 22.53 * 2.85 2.27 
Qs 24 0.81 0.37 2.49 2.63 
Q s 25 0.05 0.82 2.57 2.59 
(Multivariate F = 19.75, p < .01 ) 
RE: American and Chinese are significantly 
different for this negotiation context. 
> 
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Table 5 (Cont ‘ d) 
Difference in Perception Between U.S. 
and Chinese Business Negotiators 
-MANOVA Results 
Group Means 
F value Sig. of F American Chinese 
4. SPECIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS 
Qs 26 3.76 0.03 2.49 2.06 
Qs 27 8.95 * 2.86 2.1 
Qs 28 24.14 * 2.79 2.04 
(Multivariate F = 11.71, p < .01 ) 
RE: American and Chinese are significantly 
different for this negotiation context. 
5. NEGOTIATING ASSUMPTIONS 
Q s 2 9 12.29 * 2.79 2.14 
Qs 30 0.23 0.46 2.27 2.23 
Qs 31 8.00 0.05 2.09 2.62 
Qs 32 49.83 * 1.61 2.75 
Qs 33 188.33 * 3.75 2.11 
Q s 34 34.71 * 2.48 1.78 
Q s 35 76.78 * 3.15 1.78 
Qs 36 15.99 * 2.19 1.63 
Q s 37 15.16 * 2.28 1.66 
Q s 38 34.16 * 2.97 2.03 
(Multivariate F = 54.59, p < .01 ) 
RE: American and Chinese are significantly 
different for this negotiation context. 
Remarks: 
• stands for p < 0.01 for individual statement. 
-The Multivariate F values refer to values from Test of Wilks 
-Please refer to Appendix 1 and 2 for the 
detailed descriptions of Qs. 6 - Qs. 45. 
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following negotiation dimensions: (1) the initial stage 
of business negotiation, (2) negotiating practice, (3) 
negotiating atmosphere, (4) specifications of contracts, 
(5) negotiating atmosphere, (6) experience on US-China 
business negotiation. 
It is shown that both groups of respondents differ 
completely during the initial stage of business 
negotiation. 
When analysis is performed on the second dimension, 
it is also found that the perceptions between American 
and Chinese negotiating practice were different 
significantly on the following contexts: American setting 
goals before starting business, individual decisions are 
preferred by American negotiators, Americans‘ patience on 
negotiation with Chinese firms, the "guanxi" practice by 
American negotiators. However, both American and Chinese 
groups share the same perceptions that American technical 
staffs are well trained and American prefers negotiation 
with equal ranks from Chinese. 
The perceptions between American and Chinese on 
negotiating atmosphere were again found to be 
) 
significantly different in the following three contexts : 
American high initial price quotation strategy, quantity 
discount strategy used by American, American's 
unwillingness to have Chinese government involvement. On 
the other hand, it is found that both groups agreed that 
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American wants to have 100% management control on their 
establishment in China and American preference on 
manufacturing for local sales in China to exports. 
The American and Chinese perceptions on contracts' 
specifications are found to be different on the highly 
specific details of American contracts and the American's 
preferences on employment of arbitration for settlement 
of contract dispute. But both Chinese and American 
respondents shared the same view that American 
negotiators adhere closely to contracts' terms and 
conditions. 
There are significant differences on specific 
perceptions between American and Chinese on negotiations‘ 
assumptions on American acceptance of the requirement on 
pay-back period, technology transfer for utilization of 
China low labor rate and entrance to the China market, 
Americans concern on low-priced product's quality. 
Differences are also found on American and Chinese 
negotiation period, Chinese preference on existing 
company to new one on establishing long-term 
relationships, and honesty of American negotiators. 
However, they have a same opinion that American firms are 
unwilling to sacrifice present short-term profit. 
It is found that American and Chinese respondents 
agreed that there is a bright future in US-China 
* 
business, and the expected short-term investment on US-
、 
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China business will be increased. On the other hand, 
there are differences on perceptions between American and 
Chinese on satisfaction with existing business 
relationship on US-China business, their expectation of 
short-term and long-term business growth and expected 
long-term investment on US-China business. 
6.4 Multiple Regression 
To study how the various dependent criterion 
variables (Qs 39 to Qs 45) of US-China business 
negotiations are related to the perceptions of the 
respondents, the thirty attitudinal statements (Qs 9 to 
Qs 38) on different dimensions of negotiations were used 
in a multiple regression model to determine their 
relative contribution in predicting how the criterion 
variables be affected. 
Analysis shows that there are relationships between 
perceptions of some negotiation dimensions and the 
following five citerion variables : (1) satisfaction on 
US-China business negotiation (Qs.39 and Qs.40), (2) 
efficiency on US-China business negotiation(Qs.41 and 
Qs. 42), 3) future in US-China business (Qs.43), (4) short 
term expectation in trade and investment (Qs.44.1 and 
Qs.45,1), (5) long term expectation in trade and 
investment (Qs.44.2 and Qs.45.2). All the predictors 
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discussed in the following sections exhibit ^-statistics 
significant at the .05 level. 
6.4.1 Satisfaction on US-China business negotiation 
Results of the analysis on perceptions of 
satisfaction variables (Qs.39 and Qs.40) of US-China 
business negotiation, are listed in Table 6. 
6.4.1.1 U.S. Side 
Interpretation of the regression results indicates 
that there is only one factor that has a positive effect 
on American perception of satisfaction. We can see that 
American's willingness to transfer technology to China, 
in return for utilization of the low labor rate of China, 
(jb=.25036 for Qs.3137) is the best predictor of 
satisfaction variable. 
On the other hand, there are two factors that have 
negative correlations on satisfaction perceived by 
American. The results indicate that the two factors are 
American's close adhesion to contracts' terms and 
conditions (jb=-1.000 for Qs.26) and American firms are 
requested to transfer latest technology to China (jb=-.482 
for Qs.33)• 
36^  is the regression coefficient which exhibit T-statistics significant at the .05 level. 
37Refers to Questions 31 of Appendix 1. 
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Table 10 




us Chinese US Chinese 
Qs. 9 





















Qs. 31 0.250 
Qs. 32 
Qs. 33 - 0.482 





N.B. Please refers to Appendix 1 and 2 for the 
detailed descriptions of the independent 
variables and criterion variables. 
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6.4.1.2 Chinese Side 
It is interpreted that there are three factors that 
have a positive effect on Chinese perception of 
satisfaction. Analysis shows that American's preference 
to use last name (jb=.357 for Qs.lO^S) is the best • 
predictor of satisfaction, followed by well-trained 
American technical staff (jb=.265 for Qs.l6) . The 
American's quality concern, even on low-priced products, 
also implies a positive impact on satisfaction (jb=.211 
for Qs.34). -
6.4.2 Efficiency on US-China business negotiation 
Similar to the above discussion of satisfaction, the 
results of the regression on the perceptions of 
efficiency variables (Qs.41 and Qs.42) on US-China 
business negotiations are listed in Table 7. 
6.4.2.1 U.S. Side 
Analysis shows that there are three factors that have 
positive relationships on American's perception on 
themselves doing business in a more efficient way than 
their Chinese counterparts. The well-trained American 
technical staff (jb=.271 for Qs.38) serves as the best 
predictor on this perception. The other two positive 、 
factors to the perception are the American's being 
requested to transfer the advanced technology to China 
38Refers to Questions 10 of Appendix 2. 
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Table 10 




US Chinese US Chinese 







Qs. 16 0.271 
Qs. 17 






Qs. 24 -0.198 -0.118 
Qs. 25 
Qs. 26 






Qs. 33 0.181 
Qs. 34 
Qs. 35 -0.258 
Qs. 36 -0.139 
Qs. 37 -0.121 
Qs. 38 -0.373 0.300 
N . B . P l e a s e r e f e r s to A p p e n d i x 1 a n d 2 for the 
d e t a i l e d d e s c r i p t i o n s of the i n d e p e n d e n t 
v a r i a b l e s and c r i t e r i o n v a r i a b l e s . 
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(jb=. 181 for Qs.33) and the negotiation with Chinese 
representatives of equal rank (jb=. 126 for Qs.l8). 
However, there are other three factors that have 
negative effects on American perception that Chinese is 
doing business in an inefficient way. They are the 
frankness of American negotiators (b=-.373 for Qs.38), 
the highly detailed nature of American's contracts ib=-
.238 for Qs.27), and American preference to start 
negotiations with top officials (b=-,121 for Qs.9). 
6.4.2.2 Chinese Side 
It is analyzed that Chinese perception of American's 
doing business efficiently is related positively with the 
frankness of American negotiators (jb=. 300 for Qs.38), but 
American's request for 100% management control on its 
China establishment (b=-.198 for Qs.24) and the highly 
detailed American's contracts ib=-.072 for Qs.27) have 
negative effects on the perception. 
However, when we analyze the feedback from Chinese 
respondents that Chinese is doing business in a more 
efficient way than American's, there are five factors 
that have negative relationships to the Chinese 
perception to the statement. The major two factors are : 
American prefers to start negotiations with top officials 
{jb=-.284 for Qs.9), American belief on negotiations (b=-
.258 for Qs.35). The other three minor factors are : 
American wants to have 100% management control on its 
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China establishment (jb=-.198 for Qs.24), Chinese belief 
on negotiations {jb=-.139 for Qs.36), Chinese concept on 
long-term relationship (jb=-. 121 for Qs.37). 
6.4.3 Future in US-China Business 
Table 8 shows the results of analysis on the 
perception of future in US-China business, refer to Q43. 
6.4.3.1 U.S. Side 
Analysis shows that there is a single factor that 
patience of American negotiators ib=,202 for Qs.l9) 
relates to American's positive perception on the future 
US-China business. However, there are three other 
factors that have negative relationships on the future 
business perceived by American. The three factors are : 
the involvement of Chinese government during business ， 
negotiation (jb=- .315 for Qs.23)' the negotiation with 
equal ranking (jb=-.213 for Qs.l8), and American 
understanding on Chinese language (jb=- .206 for Qs. 11). 
6.4.3.2 Chinese Side 
Only two factors are found to exhibit negative 
relationships on Chinese perception on future US-China 
business. They are the frankness of American negotiators 
{b=-.215 for Qs.38) and American's high price quotation 















Qs. 15 • 
Qs. 16 
Qs. 17 
Qs. 18 -0.213 
Qs. 19 0.202 
Qs. 20 
Qs. 21 -0-187 
Qs. 22 















Qs. 38 -0.215 
N.B. Please refers to Appendix 1 and 2 for the 
detailed descriptions of the independent 
variables and criterion variables. 
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6.4.4 Short term expectation in trade and investment 
Regression results on the short term expectation in 
trade and investment on future US-China business 
negotiations, Qs• 44.1 and Qs• 45.1, with the dependent 
variables are shown on Table 9. 
6.4.4.1 U.S. Side 
American's unwillingness to sacrifice short-term 
profit (jb=. 698 for Qs.30) is the best positive predictor 
of American short term expectation in trade & investment 
which is then followed by American's preference on using 
. last names (jb=. 305) . On the other hand, there are also 
two factors that have negative correlations on the 
American future short term plan : American's perception 
that the negotiation should be ended when agreement has 
been reached {b=-.395 for Qs.35) and American preference 
to have individual decision making pattern {b=-.363 for 
Qs.17). 
6.4.4.2 Chinese Side 
American preference to start with high officials' 
negotiations (jb=. 305 for Qs .10) is the single factor that 
has a positive effect on Chinese plan on the short term 
US-China business. However, other seven factors have 
negative relationship on short term plan of Chinese. 
These factors are Chinese wants to establish long term 
relationship {b=-.28 6 for Qs.37), American preferences to 
negotiate with Chinese of equal rank (jb=- .246 for Qs.l8), 
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Table 10 
Regression coefficients between Negotiation Dimensions 
and 
Short-term Variables 
Q s . 4 4 . 1 Q s . 4 5 . 1 
us Chinese US Chinese 
— — ^ ― — ^ ― — — 
Q S . 9 0.305 
Q s . 10 0.305 
Q s . 1 1 
Q s . 1 2 
Q S . 1 3 - 0.179 
Q s . 14 
Q s . 1 5 
Q s . 1 6 
Q s . 17 -0.363 
Q s . 1 8 -0.246 
Q s . 1 9 
Q s . 2 0 
Q s . 2 1 
Q s . 2 2 
Q s . 2 3 
Q s . 24 
Q s . 2 5 -0.169 
Q s . 2 6 -0.126 
Q s . 2 7 、 
Q s . 2 8 
Q s . 2 9 
Q s . 3 0 0.698 
Q s . 3 1 
Q s . 3 2 -0.221 -0.240 
Q s . 3 3 
Q s . 34 
Q s . 3 5 -0.395 
Q s . 3 6 
Q s . 3 7 - 0.286 
Q s . 3 8 -0.150 
N.B. Please refers to Appendix 1 and 2 for the 
detailed descriptions of the independent 
variables and criterion variables. 
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American's willingness to transfer technology at low cost 
for entrance to China market (jb=-.240 for Qs.32), 
American understanding on Chinese partner (jb=-.179 for 
Qs.13), American preference on manufacturing for local 
sales (jb=-.169 for Qs.25), frankness of American 
negotiators (jb=-.150 for Qs.'38), American's close 
adhesion to contracts' terms and conditions (jb=-.187 for 
Qs.20). 
6.4.5 Long term expectation in trade and investment 
The results of long term expectation in trade and 
investment on US-China business negotiation, are listed 
in Table 10, refers to Q44.2 and Q45.2. 
6.4.5.1 U.S. Side 
Interpretation of the regression results indicates 
that no factor has any effect on American plan on the 
long term US-China business. 
6.4.5.2 Chinese Side 
Analysis shows that two factors have positive 
correlations on Chinese plan on the long term US-China 
business; the American's preference on individual 
decision making (b=.242 for Qs.l7), is the best 
predictor on Chinese perception of long term plan and it 
is closely followed by Chinese preference on working with 
American firms to Europeans ones (jb=.220 for Qs. 14) . On 
the other hand, the following two factors have negative 
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Table 10 










Qs. 14 0.220 
Qs. 15 
Qs. 16 











Qs. 28 -0.496 -0.376 
Qs. 29 
Qs. 30 








N.B. Please refers to Appendix 1 and 2 for the 
detailed descriptions of the independent 
variables and criterion variables. 
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effects on Chinese perceptions on this criterion 
variables : American's employment of arbitration in 
settlement of any dispute arises from contract {jb=- .496 
for Qs.28) and American's willingness to transfer 
technology to China, in return for utilization of the low 




CHAPTER V I I 
MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
A better understanding on Chinese and American styles 
of negotiating would not only be helpful for businessmen, 
but also serve to strengthen relations between the two 
societies and even help the government-to-government 
negotiations. This study investigates the factors that 
are important for understanding the perception on 
American and Chinese negotiating practices. The 
discussions are based on the results from the multiple 
regression and divided into five sections : 
1. Satisfaction on US-China business negotiation 
2 . Efficiency on US-China business negotiation 
3. Future in US-China Business 
4. Short term expectation and investment 
5. Long term expectation and investment 
There is also a section on strategic implications to 
illustrate how the results of this study can suggest 
American and Chinese to improve themselves to increase 
the overall US-China trade in the future. 
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7.1 Satisfaction on US-China business negotiation 
7.1.1 American Point of View 
Currently, Americans are satisfied on the utilization 
of the low labor rate of China. Due to the high labor 
rate in U.S., American firms have transferred most of the 
production out of her homeland for the past ten to 
fifteen years. China has been able to provide a low • 
labor rate and an abundant source of labor for the 
production in electronic industry. 
However, most of the American companies in the 
electronic industry are unwilling to transfer the latest 
technology to China. Since, most of the advanced 
technology is not labor intensive and China, in 
technological sense, is not comparatively competitive 
enough for the transfer. Moreover, U.S. government's 
tight controls on high-technology transfer to communist 
countries also discourage the company to attempt to 
promise her Chinese counterpart's requests. On the other 
hand, the difference on the practice in adhesion on legal 
contracts between U.S. and China can always cause 
frustration on both parties. In the worst case, it will 
spoil the long-term business relationship and potential 
opportunities on joint venture. 
、 
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7.1.2 Chinese Point of View 
The well-trained American technical staffs are highly 
welcome by Chinese as they provide Chinese a window to 
know the new technology in the fast and ever-changing 
electronic world. The American's quality concerns on 
even low-priced products are also appreciated by Chinese 
because electronic parts or systems are often imported to 
China rather than exported from China. The quality 
concerns mean the reliability and after-sales services by 
the U.S. suppliers on Chinese imported low-priced 
products• 
7.2 Efficiency on US-China business negotiation 
7.2.1 American Point of View 
The well-trained American technical staff can serve 
as an important and efficient tool during business 
negotiation because they can provide immediate reply to 
questions from technical representatives of the large 
Chinese negotiation team. Negotiations with equal rank 
or position are considered by American negotiators to be 
efficient because even the Chinese negotiating team may 
involve cadres from different levels but it is always the 
working levels that follow up and work out the details 
for the contracts or agreements. 
、 
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7.2.2 Chinese point of view 
American frankness and shortcoming's admittance is 
important in the electronics industry and is considered 
to be efficient to the negotiation process by Chinese. 
This perception enables Chinese negotiators to have 
confident on American products and thus helps to shorten 
the testing and evaluation periods of the electronic 
equipment or raw parts to be purchased. 
In contrary to the previous findings, the result 
shows that Chinese negotiators in the electronic industry 
understand that starting negotiations with top officials 
may not be the efficient way of business negotiation as 
price, delivery, product usefulness are more important 
than the relationship. However, as what other studies 
showed, the difference between American and Chinese 
understanding on when the negotiation process should be 
ended always caused ineffectiveness to the negotiation. 
Chinese insist on negotiation at any time before the 
business transactions are completed; Chinese always 
request price reduction on any outstanding shipment of a 
signed contract or she may refuse to receive and pay the. 
undelivered goods. The American's requests of 100% 
management control for her China establishment always 
lead to a prolonged negotiation period as compared to 
that of the joint venture setup because of the Chinese 
government's tight control on certain strategic and 
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sensitive section, like telecommunication, in electronics 
industry. 
7.3 Future in US-China Business 
7.3.1 American Point of View 
Patience of American negotiators is important for the 
future of US-China business. As the experiences on US-
China business have been increased, American negotiators 
have become more patient to Chinese and this may explain 
why more US-China joint ventures have been set up. 
However, it is again found that most of the American 
respondents consider the Chinese government interference 
to commercial business as an obstacle to the future 
''"'growth of US-China business. Other than the political 
considerations, various kinds of taxes from different 
level of government on most of the electronic products 
have added up to a substantial portion of the selling 
price (sometimes, it may be several times higher than the 
U-S- export price). Americans perceive that their 
inability to understand Chinese language may affect the 
future growth of business; it may probably because Japan 
and Hong Kong are the largest trading partners with 
China. 
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7.3.2 Chinese Point of View 
The American's high quotation price strategy is not 
appreciated by Chinese negotiators as Chinese always 
insist that the relationship should be the first to come 
and American should quote a low price to them as American 
can earn more profit out of the future orders from them. 
7.4 Short term expectation in trade and investment 
7.4.1 American Point of View 
Since most of the American companies are required to 
consider both the short term and long term profits for 
their survival as they need to report to and yield 
dividends to shareholders on a regular basis. That's why 
‘ most of the Americans in electronic industry are 
unwilling to sacrifice short-term profit for its short-
term investments because the management may not be able 
to survive if the short-term results are highly 
unfavorable. 
On the other hand, Chinese insistence on continual 
negotiation has negative effects for American's short 
term expectation in trade and investment probably because 
the American cannot forecast the actual profit even when 
the contracts have been signed. Consequently, the 
individual decision making, can not be practised during 
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the negotiation process because of the potential 
uncertainty on agreed terms, conditions and profits as 
well. 
7.4.2 Chinese Point of View 
perceptions from Chinese show that there are 
conflicts between short term business growth and long 
term relationship because Chinese demand Americans to 
suffer in short-term for future benefits. Also, Chinese 
do not want Americans to establish production facilities 
in China for labor-intensive operations and domestic 
sales in China. Rather, they prefer having a high level 
technology transfer and manufacturing for export so that 
this can help to build up the domestic electronic 
industry as stated in the five year plan and subsequently 
create a net foreign exchange inflow for China. 
7.5 Long term expectation in trade and investment 
7.5.1 American Point of View 
Although there is no significant relationship found 
on any factor to long term expectation in trade and 
investment, it does not mean that the perceptions are 
negative. On the contrary, Americans may already have 
positive determination to the their growth and investment 
in China because of the outstanding economic growth in 
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China, as shown in Table 3; all of the respondents think 
that the business with China will be doubled within five 
years while the their forecasted investment will be 
doubled as well (except one respondent who forecasted the 
growth will be within fifty to a hundred percent). 
7.5.2 Chinese Point of View 
The Chinese preferences on working with American 
firms to European ones explain why the long term 
expectation to US-China business is so promising and 
outstanding. ‘ 
However, the different ways of settling dispute 
between American and Chinese will be a serious and 
significant consideration for Chinese on long term 
business growth. If American continue to employ 
arbitration for dispute settlement, then the long term 
relationship with Chinese will be jeopardized. 
7.6 Strategic Implications 
With the findings from the study, we are able to draw 
some implications and make some suggestions to American 
and Chinese companies who wish to establish or increase 
the US-China trade in the future. 
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7.6.1 Suggestions to American 
In order to increase the satisfaction from the 
Chinese negotiation counterparts, American firms are 
necessary to consider to provide technological transfer 
to China. If the advanced product development technology 
is really impossible for transfer, due to U.S. government 
restriction, Americans should consider to have the 
advanced manufacturing process, middle level of product 
development technology, or even the production management 
concepts, transferred to China. Americans should bear in 
mind that their competitors from Europe and Asia have 
already had substantial joint ventures during the past 
few years. i\merican firms may be driven out of the 
electronic industry in the coming few years when European 
or Japanese standards become the design criteria for 
products to be used in China. At the same time, 
Americans should not downgrade their quality of product 
even it is a low-priced one because Chinese concern very 
much on the quality of the products. 
To maintain the efficiency on US-China business 
negotiation, American should continue to send its well-
trained and updated technical staff to China during and 
after the business negotiation. Moreover, time can be 
saved if the negotiation can be started with the working 
level, rather than from the top officials. American 
should consider to put joint venture a higher priority, 
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if possible, as joint venture is more acceptable to 
Chinese than 100% foreign management control. 
A bright future on US-China business can be continued 
if American can be more patient as personal relationship 
with Chinese cannot be built up in a short time. 
American firms should lower their expectation on the time 
required to get the results; it commonly takes more than 
half a year for even a Chinese to set up the normal 
business relationship in China. Of equal importance, 
Americans should not initially quote a high price to 
Chinese partners with the impression that Chinese are 
information inefficient; Chinese has already improved 
much on its connection with the restf of the world, 
especially with electronic suppliers from other Asian 
countries. Although it is not a necessity, an 
understanding of Chinese language will help Americans to 
build up better relationships in China. 
Even for short term expectation in trade or 
investment, American firm should set up a long-term plan, 
for its investment and involvement in China, and get 
their top management approval for its long-term nature. 
Otherwise, it is difficult to get short-term profit from 
China, and at the same time maintain the long-term one. 
Decisions supported by American top management on US-
China business should be preferred to individual 
decisions for the long-term commitment. Even if American 
wants to increase on a short-term basis' long-term 
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consideration, such as technology transfer should be 
considered, e.g. it is usually easier for American firms 
to get a high domestic sales quota in China if it has 
production facility in China and the setup involves 
technology transfer to China. 
American should also consider to employ a more 
personal approach, rather than just using arbitration, in 
handling disputes of the contract, if they want to have 
long term business in China. 
7.6.2 Suggestions to Chinese 
Satisfaction of American negotiators can be continued 
if China government can continue to develop more special 
economic and technological zone in different provinces 
alone the coastal lines so that the labor rate can be 
kept low when compared to that of other Asian countries. 
Moreover, it should also impose and implement laws on 
intellectual property rights so that Americans can be 
confident that the transferred technology will be 
properly protected in China^^. 
To ensure a bright future for US-China trade, the 
Chinese government should consider to reduce its taxation 
on most of electronic raw parts or components, especially 
for those parts that cannot be manufactured in China; 
39Swanson, M. “ A Presciption for Success “ China Busines Review, Vol 19 Iss 4 (Jul/Aug 1992)， 
pp. 26-30. 
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otherwise the end-products that consume foreign 
electronic components will not be competitive enough for 
exports. At this moment, Chinese government should 
encourage the joint venture for producing electronic 
parts locally rather than impose a heavy duty for 
imported goods as China is not ready to produce any 
quality and reliable components at this moment. Maybe, 
the China's re-entry to GATT may help to solve the 
taxation or tariffs' problems. 
To increase short-term business and investment of US-
China trade, Chinese should improve on its practice on 
legal aspect and try to adhere to the contracts as much 
as possible. 
7.6.3 Research Implications 
This set of study should be conducted from time to 
time, as China business negotiation would be changed from 
time to time. Study of this kind can help both the 
foreign businessmen and the Chinese counterpart to 
further understand the problems behind the scene and to 
develop better strategies to solve these problems. 
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I 
CHAPTER V I I I 
CONCLUSIONS 
For the past fifteen years, China has made a great 
technological transformation and economic improvement, 
through the modernization and the open-door policies 
adopted by the Chinese Government. These have encouraged :•” 
foreign enterprises to seize the business opportunities 
in China; the business activities of overseas enterprises 
in China have ranged from a single trade transaction to 
the large-scaled joint venture. 
In 1992, China's gross domestic product advanced to 
13% in real terms, with a 22% increase on industrial 
production, and continued at a higher rate at the 
beginning of 1993, the highest rate in the world. The 
current 5-year plan (1991-95) of China has put 
electronics and computer industries as the focal point of 
development and this will continue until the end of the 
century. Although personal computers are considered by 
the Chinese government planners as the kind of equipment 
that China could export comfortably, Chinese PC makers 
are at a cost disadvantage because all semiconductors 
must be imported. Thus, Chinese government has set up 
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program to increase semiconductor capacity and aimed at 
making the country self-sufficient in integrated 
circuits, by 1995. . 
In view of the situation, Asian and European . 
countries and enterprises have already aggressively ^ 
participated to take up these opportunities, well before 
America, to begin their business establishment in China• 
However, American firms have started to catch up and 
seize the opportunities in China for the past few years. 
By 1992, the fifteen billion US dollars trade surplus 
gives China the 2nd-largest surplus with the U.S. During 
the past five years, U.S. has been the number one 
business partner with China, particularly in the area of 
advanced technological transfer project, if the measure 
is against the growth of investment operations. 
Although the dream of the China is irresistible, the 
problems of trade negotiations with China have not been 
constant. It is not easy for Westerners and Chinese to 
have a common understanding on what should be taken as 
reality. Therefore, most of the current negotiations, 
between American enterprises and Chinese counterparts' 
are not taking place in an effective and efficient w a y . 
Lack of understanding of the bureaucratic operations 
within China and its government regulations may lead to 
withdrawal of the American negotiation team during the 
unexpectedly long negotiation period. 
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In order to improve the understanding between 
American and Chinese teams during the business 
negotiations, it is important to understand the cultural 
difference between the open-minded American and 
Confucian-minded Chinese. Since perception plays a very 
important role during the negotiation process, the 
differences in culture always cause wrong perceptions 
that will significantly affect the negotiations' end-
results. In electronic industry, the situation can 
further be worsened because of the differences on 
technological level of the two parties and the 
traditional philosophy on the application of the 
technology or the resources. 
To worsen the situation, American businessmen always 
have unrealistic assumptions on the need of Chinese; 
Chinese were content to move at a sedate pace, rather 
than hurrying to catch up with the world. On the other 
side, the Chinese are also using different negotiation 
practices in dealing with different size or nature of 
foreign organizations. 
For the past five years, numerous joint ventures in 
electronic industry have already established between U.S. 
and China with Hong Kong as a middleman. This 
contributes significantly to the economic growth of Hong 
Kong for the past ten years and Hong Kong is most likely 
to continue to enjoy this advantage in the coming years. 
Therefore, it is worthwhile to get a better understanding 
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on both Chinese and American perceptions on negotiation 
process so that the business activities between U.S. and 
China can be increased, in a faster pace, in the future. 
Starting from 1975, Brunner and Taoka (1977) has 
begun to evaluate the various contexts of business 
opportunities and negotiating behaviour in China, as 
viewed by American businessmen who attended the Canton 
Fair in 1975. However, it was until 1989 that Brunner 
and Koh (1989) conducted a comprehensive research on the 
perceptions of negotiating practices held by both 
American and Chinese negotiators. This study helped to 
close the perceptual gap of misunderstanding between the 
U.S. and Chinese business persons who desire to do 
business with each other. 
In view of the past research, this study is expected 
to investigate the factors that are important for 
u n d e r s t a n d i n g the perception on both American and Chinese 
n e g o t i a t i n g practices on both American and Chinese ways 
of doing business in electronic industry. In this study, 
the negotiation dimensions under consideration are : (1) 
initial stage of business negotiation, (2) negotiating 
practice, (3) negotiating atmosphere, (4) specifications 
of contracts, (5) negotiating assumptions. 
The first objective of this research studies whether 
the American and the Chinese do differ with respect to 
these dimensions. At the same time, the study also 
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determines how these dimensions are related to the 
following five criterion variables : (1) satisfaction on 
US-China business negotiation, (2) efficiency on US-China 
business negotiation, (3) future in US-China business, 
(4) short term expectation in trade and investment, (5) 
long term expectation in trade and investment. 
Out of the 136 responded questionnaires, seventy-one 
were from Chinese electronics corporations located in 
Beijing, Shanghai and Shenzhen. The remaining sixty-five 
were responded from U.S. electronics organisations 
located in Chicago, Illnosis, Santa Clara, California. 
It is found that there is statistically significant 
different between American and Chinese perceptions on 
above five negotiation dimensions. 
Analysis also shows that there are relationships 
between perceptions of above five negotiation contexts 
and the following five citerion variables : (1) 
satisfaction on US-China business negotiation, (2) 
efficiency on US-China business negotiation, (3) future 
in US-China business, (4) short term expectation in trade 
and investment, (5) long term expectation in trade and 
investment• 
8.1 American Point of View 
It is clearly understandable that Americans in the 
electronic industry are satisfied on their current 
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utilization of the low labor rate of China. On the other 
hand, Americans are unwilling to transfer the latest 
technology to China and they are always frustrated on the 
Chinese legal system. Americans consider the well-
trained American technical staff as the efficient tool 
for business negotiation in electronics field. 
Patience of American negotiators is important for the 
future of US-China business setup in technical fields. 
It is also found that Americans consider that Chinese 
government's interference to commercial business and 
i\merican's inability to understand Chinese language as 
hindrances to the future growth on US-China trade. 
Refer to short term expectation in trade and 
investment, Americans are unable and unwilling to 
sacrifice short-term profit for long-term one. At the 
same time, the Chinese styles of continual negotiations, 
even after agreements have been setup, are considered to 
have a negative effect for the expected short-term growth 
and investment. In the long run, Americans think that 
the business with China will be doubled within five years 
while the investments are forecasted to be doubled. 
8.2 Chinese Point of View 
Chinese respondents are satisfied with the well-
trained American technical staff as this provided them a 
source to know the new technology in the electronic 
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world. They are also happy with the American's quality 
concerns on low-priced products as Chinese prefers to 
import low-priced electronic parts. 
Also, Chinese negotiators consider American's 
frankness to be efficient to negotiation process and they 
understand that starting negotiation with top officials 
is not efficient to the negotiation process. Of equal 
importance, American's request for 100% management 
control on their establishments in China and their high 
quotation price strategy are perceived by Chinese as 
negative factors for the future business growth on US-
China trade. 
However, top official's negotiation are considered by 
Chinese to be useful for short term increase in trade and 
investment. However, Chinese do not prefer American to 
establish production facilities for labor-intensive 
operations and domestic sales in China, even at the 
expense on the growth of trade. At the same time, 
Chinese respondents think that the American's way of 
dispute settlement by arbitration will affect the long 
term relationship with them. Anyway, the Chinese 
preference on working with American to European firms 




American firms should provide certain level of 
technology transfer to Chinese, no matter their plan is a 
short-term or long-term one; otherwise it will be 
difficult for them to benefit from the business deals as 
Japan and other European countries have already made a 
number of transfer to China. Moreover, American should 
continue to send its well-trained technical staff to 
China as this is highly appreciated by Chinese 
negotiators. In most cases, there are no need to start 
the business negotiations with top officials, rather the 
negotiation on working level will improve the efficiency 
of the negotiations process. Also, Chinese prefer having 
joint venture to being 100% management control owned by 
American companies. 
In order to continue to have a bright future for US-
China business, American should be more patient when 
negotiating with Chinese and try to learn Chinese 
language in order to build up a better relationship with 
Chinese. At the same time, Americans should not 
initially quote a premium price to Chinese as Chinese 
have already been information efficient on price of 
electronic products. American should prepare a long-term 
plan, especially on technology transfer issues, and get 
their management support. 
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On the other side, Chinese government should maintain 
its low labour rate so as to keep its competitive 
advantages over other Asian countries, by establishing 
more special economic and technological zones along the 
coastal lines. Moreover, the government should also 
implement laws on intellectual property rights so that 
American will feel more comfortable to transfer 
technology to China. A bright future for US-China trade 
can be ensured if the Chinese government can reduce its 
taxation on electronic products. Short-term expectation 
in US-China trade and investment can also be increased if 
Chinese government can closely adhere to the contracts 
and improve its behaviours in legislative aspect. 
To conclude, the kind of studies could be conducted from 
time to time so that better strategies can be formulated to 




QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH ( THREE PAGES ) 
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Please indicate your degree of agreement with the following statements : 
“1 “ stands for strongly agree 
"2" stands for slightly agree 
"3" stands for neutral/no comment 
"4" stands for slightly disagree 
"5" stands for strongly disagree 
GENERAL INFORMATION (For American) 
1. Age : (1)21-30 (2) 31-40 (3) 41-50 (4)51-60 • (5) 61 or above 
2. Sex : Male/Female 
3. Year of your experience on China - US business negotiation : 
(1) none (2) less than 1 yr (3) 1-3yr ⑷ 4-5yr (51 6-lOyr (6) l l - l B y r |7) above IByr 
4. No. of employee in your company responsible for China - US business : 
(1) none (2) 1-5 (3) 6-10 (4) 11-20 (5) 21-50 (6) 51-100 (7) more than 100 
5. No of employee in your company : 
⑴ 1-10 (2) 1 1-20 (3) 21-50 (4) 51-100 (5) 101-500 (6) 501-1000 (7) more than 1000 
Strongly Strongly 
Agree Disagree 
6. You are familiar with Chinese business culture and customs. 1 2 3 4 5 
7. You can speak Mandarin. 1 2 3 4 5 
8. You can read Chinese. H 2 3 4 ^ 
INITIAL STAGE OF BUSINESS NEGOTIATION 
9. American prefers negotiating with top officials when starting H 2 3 4 ^ 
negotiations. 
10. American prefers to use last names rather than formal titles. p j 2 3 4 ^ 
11. Most of the American don't understand Chinese language. p i 2 3 4 ^ 
1 2. Most of the American usually need interpreters during business R 2 3 4 ~ ^ 
negotiations. 
13. American does not understand what Chinese counterpart really wants p i 2 3 4 ^ 
when doing business negotiations with Chinese. 
14. Chinese prefers working with American firms to European ones on p j 2 ~ ~ 3 4 ^ 
business. 
NEGOTIATING PRACTICE 
1 5. American has a very clear set of goals before starting business. R 2 3 4 ^ 
1 6. The American technical staff are technically well trained regarding the p j 2 3 4 ^ 





1 7. Individual decisions are preferred to group decisions by American P j 2 3 ~ 4 ^ 
negotiators, 
18. American firms representatives generally negotiate with Chinese pj 2 3 ~ 4 ~ ^ 
representatives of equal rank or position. — 
19. The typical American negotiators do not have the enough patience to P j 2 3 4 ^ 
negotiate with Chinese firms. 
20. American negotiators have learnt to use "guanxi" - emotional tie, to get pj 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ^ 
better deals with Chinese firms during negotiation. 
NEGOTIATING ATMOSPHERE 
21. American firms usually quote high price initially, with the intention of F j ~ 2 3 4 ~ ^ 
providing room for price reduction on later stage of negotiations. 
22. Quantity discount is a negotiating tool used by American. pj 2 3 4 ^ 
23. American firms don't want to have China government involvement F j 2 3 4 ^ 
during business negotiation with private enterprises. 
24. American firms wants to have 100% management control on their p j 2 ~ 3 4 ^ 
establishment in China. 
25. American firnns prefer manufacturing for local sales to manufacturing for P j 2 3 4 ^ 
exports. 
SPECIFICATIONS OF CONTRACTS 
26. American negotiators adhere closely to the terms and conditions pj 2 ~ 3 4 ~ ^ 
specified in their contracts. 
27. American contracts are highly specific in details as compared to P j 2 3 4 ~ ^ 
comparable contracts from Chinese side. 
28. When a contract dispute arises, the American prefer to employ the p j 2 3 ~ 4 ~ ^ 
arbitration provided in their contracts rather than negotiate settlements 
settlements with Chinese counterpart. 
NEGOTIATING ASSUMPTIONS 
29. American firms are willing to accept a long-range pay-back period H 2 ~ 3 4 ^ 
(more than 5 years) for their investment in China. 
30. American firms are unwilling to sacrifice present short-term profit in pj 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ^ 
return to the long-term profit in the future. 
31. American firms are willing to transfer technology to China at a low p j ~ 2 ~ 3 4 ^ 
cost, in return for utilization of the low labor rate of China. 
32. American firms are willing to transfer technology to China at a low p j 2 3 4 ^ 





33. American firms are willing to transfer the latest, most advanced P j ~ 2 ~ 3 4 ^ 
product/technology to China, upon request by Chinese counterparts 
after successful business negotiations. 
34. American concerns very much on quality of the products, even if they pj 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ^ 
are low-priced. 
35. American negotiators believe that negotiations are ended when pj 2 ~ 3 4 ^ 
agreement has been reached. 
36. Chinese negotiators believe that negotiations have to be continued Pj 2 ~ 3 4 ^ 
even when agreement has been reached. 
37. When establishing long-term relationships, Chinese will select the pj 2 3 ~ 4 ^ 
existing company even though another new one offers lower prices. 
38. American negotiators are frank and will admit shortcomings of p j 2 3 4 ^ 
products, if any. 
EXPERIENCE ON US-CHINA BUSINESS NEGOTIATION 
39. You are satisfied with the existing business relationship with your pj 2 ~ 3 4 ~ ^ 
Chinese partner. 
40. Generally speaking, you have a pleasant experience in dealing with pj 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ^ 
Chinese businessman. 
41. Your Chinese counterpart is doing business in an efficient way. pj 2 ~ 3 4 ~ ^ 
42. You are doing business in a more efficient way than your Chinese Pj 2 3 4 ~ ^ 
counterpart. 
43. There will have a bright future in US-China business. P j 2 3 ~ 4 ~ ^ 
44. How many percentage will you expect your existing US- China business to be 
increased? 
within 1 year : 
1. decrease 2. none 3. 1-10% 4.11-25% 5. 26%-50% 6. 50-100% 7. 100% or up 
within 5 year : 
1. decrease 2. none 3. 1-50% 4. 51-100% 5. 1-3 times 6. 3-5 times 7. 5 times or up 
45. How many percentage will you increase your investment on existing US-China 
business ？ 
within 1 year : 
1. decrease 2. none 3. 1-10% 4. 11-25% 5. 26%-50% 6. 50-100% 7. 100% or up 
within 5 year : 




QUESTIONNAIRE I N CHINESE ( THREE PAGES ) 
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请划圈以表示你对下列语句的 ;同意或不同意程度： 
” 1 "代表十分同意 




甲 . 个 人 资 料 
一 .年龄： 
( 1 )廿一至三十 （ 2 )三十一至四十 （ 3 )四十一至五十 
( 4 )五十一至六十 （ 5 )六十以上 
二 . 性 別 ： 男 / 女 
三 .你有多少中美商务洽谈之经验： 
( 1 )没有 （ 2 )少於一年 （3) —至三年 （ 4 )四至五年 
( 5 )六至十年 （ 6 )十一至十五年（ 7 )十五年以上 
四 . 贵 公 司 有 多 少 员 工 是 负 责 中 美 的 商 务 往 来 ： 
( 1 )没有 （2) —至五 （ 3 )六至十 （ 4 )十一至升 
( 5 )廿一至五十 （ 6 )五十一至一百（ 7 ) —百以上 
五 . 贵 公 司 有 多 少 员 工 ： 
( 1 )—至十 （ 2 )十一至二十 （ 3 ) 廿 一 至 五 十 （ 4 ) 五 十 一 至 一 百 
(5) 一百一至五百（ 6 )五百一至一千 （7) —千以上 
十分 十分 
同 不 同 
六 . 你 熟 识 美 国 商 务 上 的 文 化 及 习 俗 r*"^ 、2 3 4 5 
七 . 你 能 说 英 语 1 2 3 4 5 
八 . 你 能 阅 读 英 文 1 2 3 4 5 
乙 . 商 务 洽 谈 的 最 初 阶 段 
九. 刚幵始洽谈商务时，美国人较喜欢跟高层职位幵始 1 2 3 4 5 
十. 美国人较喜欢以名字称呼，而不用职位 1 2 3 4 5 
十 一 . 大 多 数 美 国 人 不 懂 中 文 1 2 3 4 5 
十 二 . 大 多 数 美 国 人 在 商 务 洽 谈 时 需 要 传 译 在 场 1 2 3 4 5 
十 三 . 跟 中 国 人 洽 谈 商 务 时 ， 美 国 人 并 不 了 解 中 方 
实际的需要 1 2 3 4 5 
十 四 . 中 国 人 喜 欢 跟 美 国 公 司 多 於 欧 洲 公 司 合 作 1 2 3 4 5 
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丙：洽！手-法- S I 不十同分意 
十 五 . 於 商 务 洽 谈 开 始 前 ， 美 国 人 已 有 一 套 清 晰 的 目 标 1 2 3 4 5 
十 六 . 有 关 於 其 公 司 的 所 隻 書 J 或 代 表 ） 的 产 品 ， 美 国 1 0 。 Z r; 
的技术人员是训练有素的 1 2 3 4 5 
十七 .美国的洽谈人员喜欢作个人决策多於集体决策 1 2 3 4 5 
十 八 . 美 国 公 司 的 代 表 是 通 常 与 同 职 级 的 中 方 代 表 洽 谈 商 务 1 2 3 4 5 
十 九 . 一 般 美 国 公 司 的 代 表 是 没 有 足 够 的 耐 性 跟 中 文 n 。 「 
洽谈业务 1 2 3 4 5 
二 十 . 美 国 的 洽 谈 人 S B 繁 龛 禾 J 用 ” 关 系 ” 去 跟 中 方 1 9 7 Z •； 
争取更佳，更有利的交易 1 2 3 4 5 
丁 . 洽 谈 气 氛 
i i r y - g i i 司 喜 欢 在 幵 始 洽 谈 时 ， 以 髙 价 钱 报 价 ， 
y 另 T " ^ 爵 段 的 洽 谈 留 下 减 价 的 馀 地 1 2 3 4 5 
廿 二 . 以 数 量 多 少 而 考 虑 折 扣 是 美 国 人 作 为 商 洽 业 谈 的 工 具 1 2 3 4 5 
廿 三 . 美 国 人 不 希 望 中 国 政 府 介 入 私 人 企 业 的 业 务 洽 谈 1 2 3 4 5 
廿 四 . 美 国 公 司 希 望 对 其 成 立 在 中 国 的 公 司 要 有 百 分 ^ 。 ， r 
之百的管理及控制 1 2 3 4 5 
廿 五 . 美 国 公 司 较 喜 欢 以 中 国 所 生 产 的 货 品 作 内 销 而 非 示 口 1 2 3 4 5 
戊 . 合 约 条 款 
i f r ^ - i i 洽 谈 人 员 严 紧 地 遵 守 在 合 约 上 列 明 之 条 款 1 2 3 4 5 
廿 七 . 美 国 式 之 合 约 较 中 国 式 合 约 在 细 节 列 明 上 更 为 仔 细 1 2 3 4 5 
廿 八 当 发 生 合 约 上 的 纠 纷 时 ， 美 国 人 较 喜 欢 利 用 合 约 上 
蜀窃盖届裁方法解决，多於跟中国方面嗟商解决方法 1 2 3 4 5 
洽谈上的假设 
司愿意接受其在中国的投资是一顶长时期 1 。 。 ， 〔 
的回报（多於五年） 1 2 3 4 5 
三 十 . 美 国 公 司 愿 意 牺 牲 眼 前 短 线 的 利 润 以 换 取 将 来 i n 。 r 
长远的利润 1 2 3 4 5 
tt — . 美 国 公 司 愿 意 以 低 成 本 为 中 国 提 供 技 朮 引 入 ’ 1 。 。 r 
以换取使用中国的廉价劳工 1 2 3 4 5 
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十分 十分 
tt二.美国公司愿意以低成本为中国提供技朮引入， 同 ， , 。 Z 不 同 C ： 意 
以换取进入中国市场 1 2 3 4 5 
淋二 在商务洽谈成功后，如果中方要求的话， g l f l n ^ , r 
罢 f f l S M t 提 供 最 先 进 ， 最 新 型 的 产 品 或 技 朮 1
 2 3 4 5 
tt四.美国人十分法重产品质素，连低价产品也不例外 1 2 3 4 5 
tt五.美国的洽谈人员相信洽谈已经在协议达成时停止 1 2 3 4 5 
tt六.中方的洽谈人员相信洽谈还会在协议达成后继续 1 2 3 4 5 
舟 七 为 建 立 长 远 关 系 ， 中 国 人 较 喜 欢 选 择 继 续 与 以 ^ 。 , r 
？霜单晶运司 r诚箅足一间的公司能提供更低的价格 1
 2 3 4 5 
tt八.美国的洽谈人员会十分坦白承认自己产品的短处 1 2 3 4 5 
中、美商务洽谈的经验 
^^^：-—丨尔：！^意现时和美国合作伙伴的商务关系 1 2 3 4 5 
四十. 一般而言，你对於跟美国商人合作有良好的印象 1 2 3 4 5 
四 十 一 . 你 认 为 你 现 时 贵 公 司 是 有 效 率 地 运 作 的 1 2 3 4 5 
四 十 二 . 你 认 为 你 的 美 国 伙 伴 比 贵 公 司 更 有 效 率 地 运 作 1 2 3 4 5 
四 十 三 . 你 认 为 中 ， 美 之 间 的 商 务 发 展 会 在 光 辉 的 前 景 1 2 3 4 5 
四 十 四 . 你 期 望 你 现 时 的 中 美 业 务 在 下 列 期 间 有 多 大 的 增 加 ？ 
— 年 内 ： ⑴ 减 少 ⑵ 没 有 ⑶ 百 分 之 一 至 十 ⑷ 百 分 之 , " 1 ; — 至 " H ； 戶 L 
( 5 ) 百 分 之 廿 六 至 五 十 （ 6 ) 百 分 之 五 十 一 至 一 百 （ 7 ) —倍以上 
五年内：（ 1 ) 减少（ 2 ) 没有（ 3 ) 百分之一至五十（ 4 ) 百分之五十一至一百 
( 5 ) 一至三倍（ 6 ) 四至五倍（ 7 ) 五倍以上 
四 十 五 . 你 会 对 你 现 时 的 中 美 业 务 所 作 的 投 资 在 下 列 期 间 有 多 大 的 增 加 ？ 
一年内：（ 1 ) 减少（ 2 ) 没有（ 3 ) 百分之一至十（ 4 ) 百分之十一考 j t 尹 L 
, ( 5 ) 百分之廿六至五十（ 6 ) 百分之五十一至一百（ 7 ) —倍以上 
五年内：（ 1 ) 减少（ 2 ) 没有（ 3 ) 百分之一至五十（ 4 ) 百分之五十一至一百 
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